Gender Empowerment Network

How ACTION FOR CHILDREN WORKS

A Staff Network group
GEN aims:

- To provide a members’ forum to identify gender inequality and create solutions together.
- To advocate and promote gender equality.
- To empower each other.
- To build capacity and developmental opportunities for members.
- To act as a critical gender friend to the Executive Leadership Team – to influence strategy and culture.

How do we do this?

- By acting as a role model for our organisational values (Live the Values)
- By actively promoting inclusion, equality and diversity (Live the Values)
- By instigating appropriate challenging conversations (Build Relationships)
- By communicating in a way that is influential and incisive (Build Relationships)
- By mobilising the right resources to deliver results (Plan & Organise)
- By keeping abreast of developments inside and outside the sector (Develop Expertise)
- By presenting the Action for Children vision and strategy in an inspiring manner (Embrace Positivity)